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Phase transformations in solid coordination frameworks (SCFs) are of interest for several applications, and this work
reports on a crystal-to-crystal transformation found for a hydrogen bonded CuII-based solid coordination frameworks
(SCF). Thus, combination of PDC and (py)2C(OH)2 ligands, where PDC is pyridine-2,5-dicarboxylate and (py)2C(OH)2 is the
derivative gem-diol of di-2-pyridyl ketone ((py)2CO), produces [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)(H2O)] (1). Compound 1 transforms
into [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)] (2) by thermally-induced dehydration. Characterization of both compounds has been carried
out by means of IR spectroscopy, single crystal and powdered sample X-ray diffraction (XRD) through conventional and
synchrotron radiation, thermogravimetry (TG), X-ray thermodiffractometry (TDX), and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Since the molecules of water in 1 are coordinated to the metal ions, their removal provokes local distortions on the
coordination sphere (square pyramidal for 1 and square planar for 2), which extend through the whole framework
affecting the hydrogen bond system and the packing. In fact, the wavy nature of the planes in 1 becomes sharper in 2,
producing an oscillation of the framework: i.e., from open (1) to close (2) waves. The crystal-to-crystal transformation is
reversible (1↔2) and hysteresis has been observed associated to it. Quantum-mechanical calculations based on the
density functional theory (DFT) show that the 1↔2 structural rearrangement involves a high amount of energy, meaning
that the role of the coordinated molecule of water exceeds the mere formation of hydrogen bonds.

Introduction
1-4

Crystal engineering of solid coordination frameworks (SCFs)
has showed a lot of interest along the last decade, not only for
their potential applications as functional materials in gas
5-7
8-10
11-13
storage,
gas separation,
heterogeneous catalysis,
14-16
17,18
19
drug delivery,
chemical sensing,
nonlinear optics and
20,21
biomedical imaging,
but also for their fascinating variety of
structural topologies and flexible behavior to external
22,23
stimuli.
Thus,
many
interesting
solid-state
24
transformations of SCFs can be induced by light, heat, guest
removal, uptake or exchange, expansion or reduction of the
coordination sphere, oxidation of metal centers, condensation,
25,26
or reactions between the ligands.
Referred to changes in the coordination sphere, it is worth
noticing that removal/uptake of a ligand can provoke local
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distortions that can extend along the whole framework. When
the latter occurs, in order to keep crystalline integrity (i.e. in
order to avoid the collapse of the framework), appropriate
additional ligands must be used. These additional ligands must
assume the necessary structural rearrangement affecting not
only local distortions on secondary building units (SBUs) but
also those affecting the inter-SBU cohesion.
Among the vast variety of organic ligands that can be used for
SCFs, polycarboxilates (like PDC) and dipyridylic (like ((py)2CO)
are good candidates. The PDC ligand is the divalent anion of
pyridinedicarboxylic acid (H2PDC, Scheme 1). It is noncentrosymmetric and exhibits five potential donor atoms
which produce a large variety of possible bond fashions. In
fact, up to twenty three coordination modes have been
27reported for this ligand, and we first reported four of them.
31
On the other hand, di-2-pyridyl ketone ((py)2CO), also
abbreviated as dpk in the literature (Scheme 1), can be in situ
transformed into a new specimen in an aqueous medium
through nucleophilic attack on the keto group in the presence
32-38
of metal ions.
The derivative gem-diol (py)2C(OH)2 can
coordinate to the metal ion as neutral molecule or monovalent
anion.
In this sense, we previously reported on the PDC-(py)2C(OH)2
29,30
combination of ligands.
In fact, the host-guest chemistry of
II
Ni -PDC-(py)2C(OH)2 compounds is characterized by the
exchange of solvents associated to reversible crystal-to-
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exhibiting cationic and anionic Cu -complexes and affecting
the π-π and hydrogen bond system. Finally, we have reported
recently on the crystal-to-crystal transformation of the ionic
43
where dehydration of the
net [Cu((py)2C(OH)2)2](H2bta)
coordinated molecules and counter-anions is involved.
Therefore, with the exception of the transformations observed
II
III
39
for Cu −Ln heteronuclear metal-organic frameworks, the
rest of them are water-related.
Taking into account the above mentioned aspects, we have
II
explored the Cu -PDC-(py)2C(OH)2 system, and this work
reports on the synthesis, crystal structure and thermal stability
of [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)(H2O)] (1) and [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)]
(2). Both compounds have been analyzed by means of IR
spectroscopy, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) on single crystal and
powdered samples (including conventional and synchrotron
radiation),
scanning
electron
microscopy
(SEM),
thermogravimetry (TG), and X-ray thermodiffractometry (TDX).
Quantum mechanics calculations have been also carried out by
means of the density functional theory (DFT). The interest of
this work lies on the fact that we have found a reversible 1↔2
transformation that is induced by a single molecule of
coordinated water (per metal ion), provoking a rearrangement
of the system which involves a high energy exchange.

Experimental section
General
All solvents and chemicals were used as received from reliable
commercial sources. The reactants 2,5-pyridinedicarboxylic
acid (H2PDC), di-2-pyridyl ketone ((py)2CO), copper(II) nitrate
hydrate 99%, and agarose were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Co.
Synthesis of [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)(H2O)] (1)
Scheme 1. Lewis structure for H2PDC, (py)2CO and (py)2C(OH)2.
II

Selection of Cu is based on some outstanding, phase
39
transformations found in literature. In fact, Díaz-Gallifa et al.
II
III
prepared
five Cu −Ln
heteronuclear metal−organic
(H4bta=1,2,4,5frameworks
[Ln4Cu4(H2O)n(bta)5]·mH2O
benzenetetracarboxylic acid, n=24,26 and m=14-22). The
noticeable fact is that, even if the amount of water molecules
in the frameworks is very high, the transformation from
expanded to shrinking phases only occurs in a dry atmosphere.
40
On the other hand, Yang et al., reported on the influence of
the solvent and the coordination sphere on the conformation
II
of some 1D Cu -based coordination polymers in which the
removal/adsorption of water molecules provokes the
41
formation of different isomers. Washizaki et al., prepared a
II
Cu -based SCF where dimeric SBUs form a supramolecular
array stabilized through π-π interactions. A reversible crystal
transformation was found involving reversible apical-ligand
substitution at the copper centres upon hydration–
42
dehydration. Jiang et al.
reported another outstanding
single-crystal to single-crystal transformation taking place
upon removal of the noncoordinated water in an ionic net

H2PDC (16.4 mg, 0.1 mmol), (py)2CO (18.4 mg, 0.1 mmol) and
agarose (100 mg) were dropped in a test tube and dissolved in
a water solution (10 mL) after stirring and heating (50°C) in a
bain-marie. Once reached 50°C, the temperature was
increased slowly until 90°C, maintaining it constant during 20
minutes. Finally, the solution was cooled slowly until 65°C, and
two drops of NaOH (1M) were added to the solution. The
agarose gel was formed after ten minutes.
On the other hand, Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O (37.3 mg, 0.2 mmol) was
dissolved in a water solution (5 mL) and added slowly above
the gel. After two days, blue prismatic crystals were obtained.
The sample was washed and dried with ethanol, collecting
single crystals for X-ray diffraction experiment. The density
44
was measured by the flotation method in a mixture of
-3
bromoform/chloroform. Experimental value is 1.68(4) g·cm .
Elemental analysis: Found: C, 48.2(3); H, 3.1(2); N, 9.2(2). Calc.
-1
For C18H15N3O7Cu: C, 48.12; H, 3.34; N, 9.35. IR: νmax/cm 3470
(OH), 1656 and 1604 (aroC-C), 1557 (asCOO), 1390, 1364 and
1453 (sCOO), 1282 (C-N), 826, 774 and 693 (C-H) and 548-514
(Cu-N) (Figure S1, ESI†)).
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amorphous transformations, and their reversibility accredits
the use of this system as a solvent sensor (patent
30
WO2013057350 A1). As far as we are concerned, no further
M-PDC-(py)2C(OH)2 systems have been explored to date, so we
II
decided to investigate the combination for M=Cu .
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Formation of [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)] (2)
Formation of compound 2 was carried out by thermal
treatment of 1. Further details will be discussed in the section
“Thermal analysis and structural transformation”.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction for [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)(H2O)] (1)
Prismatic single-crystal of compound 1 with dimensions given
in Table 1 was selected under polarizing microscope and
mounted on MicroMounts™. Single-crystal data were collected
at 100 K on an Agilent Technologies Supernova single source
diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation (1.54184 Å). Details of the
crystal data and some features of the structure refinement are
reported in Table 1, and selected bond length and angles are
listed in Tables S1 and S2 (ESI†).
Lattice constants were obtained by using a standard program
belonging to the diffractometer software, confirming at the
45
same time the good quality of the single-crystals. The Lorentz
polarization and absorption corrections were made with the
diffractometer software, taking into account the size and
shape of the crystals. The structure was solved by direct
46
methods using SIR92 program, with the orthorhombic Pbca
space group, which allowed us to obtain the positions of the
copper atom, as well as the oxygen and nitrogen atoms and
some of the carbon atoms of both PDC and (py)2C(OH)2
ligands.
The refinement of the crystal structure was performed by full2
47
matrix least-squares based on F , using the SHELXL-97
program, obtaining the remaining carbon atoms and allowing
the allocation of the hydrogen atoms. Anisotropic thermal
parameters were used for all non-hydrogen atoms. The
hydrogen atoms belonging to the organic molecules were fixed
geometrically, allowed to ride on their parent carbon atoms
(C-H 0.95 Å), and were refined with common isotropic
displacements. The position of the hydrogen atoms bonded to
the coordinated water molecule, were fixed using DFIX and
DANG instructions in the refinement to adjust the O-H
distance to 0.82 Å and the H-O-H angle to 112°, respectively.
ORTEP image of the asymmetric unit for 1 can be seen in
Figure S2, ESI†.

Table 1. Details of the crystal data, structural resolution and refinement procedure for
1 (single crystal X-ray diffraction).

Compound 1

[Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH2))(H2O)]

Formula
-1
FW, g·mol
Crystal system
Space group (no. 61)

C18H15N3O7Cu
448.87
Orthorhombic
Pbca

a, Å
b, Å
c, Å
V, Å 3
Z
ρobs, ρcal, g·cm-3
F(000)
µ, mm-1
Crystal size, mm
Absorption correction
Radiation, λ, Å
Temperature, K
Reflections collected, unique
Limiting indices

7.2953(2)
17.2658(5)
28.4236(7)
3580.2(2)
8
1.68(5), 1.666
1832
2.178
0.033 x 0.032 x 0.019
Multy-scan
1.54184
100(2)
19752, 3272 (Rint=0.0646)
-7<=h<=8
-20<=k<=18
-34<=l<=34
Full-matrix least-squares on F2
R1 = 0.0390, wR2 = 0.1032
R1 = 0.0494, wR2 = 0.1122
0.855
268 / 3

Refinement method
Final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]a
R indices (all data)a
Goodness of fit on F2
Parameters / restraints
a

R1=[(|F0|- |Fc|)]/|F0|. wR2=[[w|F0|2-|Fc|2)2]/[w(|F0|2)2]1/2

X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) for [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)] (2).
A powdered crystalline sample of compound 2 was formed by
transformation of 1, as explained in the thermal stability
section. The powder pattern of the sample at 130°C was
collected in the BM25B Spline of the ESRF (European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility). The powdered sample was
introduced in a 1 mm capillary and the wavelength set at
0.8276(2) Å. The pattern was recorded from 3.5 to 40.24° in 2θ
(°), with a step of 0.01° and 2s per point.
In the initial steps of the refinement, the profile matching
analysis allowed us to determinate the cell parameters and to
refine the profile variables. The structural model obtained for
compound 1 was used as the starting point for the structural
48
refinement of 2 using JANA2006 program. Rigid bodies were
constructed for the pyridyl rings and the carboxylate groups of
the ligands. The bond distances between rigid bodies were
restrained to usual values, for example for the C–C and C–N
bonds of the PDC and (py)2C(OH)2 pyridyl rings a distance
restraint of 1.39Å with 0.001sd was imposed, and for the Cu–N
II
and Cu1–O bonds between the PDC, (py)2C(OH)2 and Cu
typical values between 1.93 Å and 2.097 Å with 0.05sd were
used. Torsion angles for both ligands were also restrained to
usual values.
First, each rigid body orientation and translation was refined
separately until the refinement achieved the convergence. In a
second step of the refinement the pyridyl groups were refined
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Table 2. Details of the crystal data, structural resolution and refinement procedure for
2 (synchrotron radiation on powdered sample).

Compound 2

[Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)]

Formula
FW, g·mol-1
Crystal system
Space group (no. 61)

C18H13N3O6Cu
430.85
Orthorhombic
Pbca

a, Å
b, Å
c, Å
V, Å 3
Z
ρobs, σcal, g·cm-3
F(000)
μ, mm-1
Synchrotron Radiation, λ, Å
Temperature, K
No. of Points
2θ (deg) interval
Refinement method
Final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]a
R indices (all data)a
Goodness of fit on F2
Parameters/restraints

7.4970(5)
19.828(2)
23.844(2)
3544.5(4)
8
1.68(5), 1.687
1752
1.946
0.8276(2)
403.15(3)
3675
3.5–40.24
Full-matrix least-squares on F2
Rp = 0.050, Rwp = 0.065
Rexp = 0.023, R(F) = 0.105
2.84
114/95

a

Thermodiffractometric analysis (TDX) was carried out in air
atmosphere on a Brucker D8 Advance Vantec diffractometer
(CuKα radiation), equipped with a variable-temperature stage
(HTK2000) with Pt sample holder. The patterns were recorded
each 10 °C from 30 to 350 °C (2θ step= 0.033, 2θ range = 838°, exposure time = 0.6 s, time measurement = 10 min).
The IR spectra were obtained with a Jasco FT/IR-6100
-1
spectrophotometer in the 400–4000 cm range with pressed
KBr pellets. C, H and N elemental analyses were measured
using a Euro EA 3000 Elemental analyzer.

Results and discussion
Crystal structure of compounds 1 and 2.
[Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)(H2O)] (1) and [Cu(PDC)((py)2C(OH)2)] (2)
are related through
a reversible crystal-to-crystal
transformation that will be explained below (section “Thermal
analysis and structural transformation”), so they will be
described together. In fact, both of them consist of monomers
(Figures S1 and S2, ESI†) where the metal centre is
coordinated to (N, O)-PDC and (N, N)-(py)2C(OH)2 ligands. This
way, four equatorial positions are occupied around the metal
ion in both compounds. For 2, no other ligands can be found,
so the coordination sphere is square-planar. For 1, however,
there is a single coordinated molecule of water completing a
square pyramidal sphere. The Cu–O and Cu–N distances for 1
(Table S1, ESI†) lie within the ranges 1.949(2) Å–2.322(2) Å and
2.001(2) Å–2.021(2) Å, respectively. For 2 (Table S2, ESI†), the
Cu–O distance is 1.96(2) Å and the Cu–N distances exhibit
values between 1.92(2) Å–2.03(2) Å. The monomers form
dimeric associations through hydrogen bonds (Tables S3 and
S4, ESI†) between both organic ligands (Figure 1).

R1 = (Σw||F0| − |Fc||)/(Σw|F0|). wR2 = ((Σw((F0)2 − (Fc)2)2)/
((Σw((F0)2)2)1/2. GOF = ((Σw((F0)2 − (Fc)2)2)/((n − p))1/2

Physicochemical characterization techniques.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) was performed in air
-1
atmosphere, up to 500 °C, with a heating rate of 5 °C min on
a DSC 2960 Simultaneous DSC-TGA TA Instrument.

Figure 1. Dimeric associations for compounds 1 and 2. Colour codes: Cu, turquoise;
C(PDC), purple; C((py)2C(OH)2), green; N, blue and O, red (the oxygen corresponding to
the coordinated molecule of water is the red ball). H-bonds are marked with black
dotted lines. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
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jointly. In the last step, all the rigid bodies, including the
carboxylic groups, were refined at the same time.
In that point of the refinement, the rigid bodies of the PDC and
pyridyl rings, including the carboxylic groups of both ligands,
were set free and the copper, oxygen and nitrogen atoms were
refined independently, but introducing several bond distance
and angle restraints, in order to maintain the general shape of
the square-planar geometry. The bond valance values were
checked routinely during the refinement, introducing
progressively more chemical logic bond distance restraints.
Common isotropic thermal parameters were used for the
copper, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen atoms. In the last steps of
the refinement, the hydrogen atoms belonging to the PDC and
(py)2C(OH)2 ligands were geometrically introduced, and the
angles regarding the linkage between the pyridyl ring and the
carboxylic groups of the PDC ligand were also restrained.
A large number of restrains were used during the refinement,
but most of them are related with the rigid pyridyl groups
belonging to the organic ligands.
Details of the crystal data and some features of the structure
refinement are reported in Table 2. ORTEP image of the
asymmetric unit for 2 can be seen in Figure S3, ESI† and Tables
S1-S9 ESI†, collect bond distances and angles, atomic
coordinates, anisotropic thermal parameters and hydrogen
atom coordinates for 1 and 2.
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The dimers are packed as shown in Figure 2. As observed, the
packing is similar in both cases. However, the presence of the
apical molecule of water in 1 allows the formation of hydrogen
bonds with adjacent dimers through PDC ligands along the
[100] direction, resulting in chains of dimers, and between
these chains along the [001] direction, forming planes (Table
S3, ESI†).

from 2 to 1, it seems that molecules of water act as pins that
alternatively push down the planes in opposite directions
opening the angle formed by three consecutive chains (from
152.34° for 2 to 170.12° for 1). As a consequence, the
intradimeric Cu-Cu distances go from 9.023 Å (2) to 8.949 Å
(1), the interchain ones from 5.042 Å (2) to 6.473 Å (1), and the
interlayer ones from 9.021 Å (2) to 10.484 Å (1). That is, the
presence/absence of single water molecule per metal ion
provokes the framework to oscillate from open to close waves.

Figure 2. Packing of the dimers for compounds 1 and 2. Hydrogen bonds are
represented by dotted lines (black lines: intradimeric; blue lines: intrachain; red lines:
interchain/intraplane).

The hydrogen bonds for compounds 1 and 2 have been
49,50
analysed by graph-set.
While for 2 there is just a single
type of hydrogen bonds resulting in a R (8) assignment, for
compound 1 there are three types of hydrogen bonds resulting
in a DC(6)R (8). As observed in Figure 2, the hydrogen bonds
marked as dotted black lines are the most relevant as they
produce the dimeric entities. The ones marked as blue and red
dotted lines connect the dimers, and they are weaker.
Figure 3 shows a view of the whole framework where the wavy
nature of the planes shown in Figure 2 can be seen. As
observed, compound 2 shows sharper waves as a result of a
significant compression of the framework (Tables 1 and 2)
along the c direction (16.19%) in the absence of the
coordinated molecule of water (c=28.4236(7) Å for 1 and
c=23.844(2) Å for 2). The b parameter, however, increases a
14.73% from b=17.2658(5) Å (for 1) to 19.828(2) Å (for 2). On
the other hand, the change in a parameter is less significant
(a=7.2953(2) Å for 1 and 7.4970(5) Å for 2). As a result, there is
3
a soft reduction of the unit cell volume (V=3580.2(2) Å for 1
3
and V= 3544.5(5) Å for 2). In fact, if thinking of this system

Figure 3. [100] view of the crystal structure for 1 and 2 showing intradimeric Cu-Cu
distances (green arrow), interchain distance (red arrow), intralayer distance (black line)
and interchain angle (blue line). Colour codes: Cu polyhedra, blue; C(PDC), purple;
C((py)2C(OH)2), green; N, blue and O, red. H-bonds are marked with black dotted lines.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

In summary, if taking into account the hydrogen bond system,
compound 1 can be described as a 2D supramolecular
framework, while compound 2 is 0D. Therefore, topological
51
features for 1 were analyzed by means of TOPOS software.
3 2
The result is a uninodal 5-c net (Shubnikov {3 ;4 }), shown in
Figure S4, (ESI†).
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Distortion of coordination spheres for metal complexes.
Distortion of coordination polyhedral was evaluated according
52,53
to the Avnir
method, based on the continuous symmetry
54
measures (CSM), using the SHAPE program and the results
can be seen in Table 3. Hypothetical compound 1SP has been
also evaluated. Compound 1SP (square planar) is the result of
manually removing the molecule of water in 1 (square
pyramidal) for direct comparison with 2 (square planar). The
projection of the as-calculated values on the distortion
diagrams can be seen in Figures S5 and S6 (ESI†).
Table 3. Geometrical distortions of the trigonal bypiramid (TBPY) and Berry square
pyramid (SPY) for 1, and of the tetrahedron (D4h) and square (Td) for 2 and 1SP,
calculated using SHAPE software.

Pentacoordinate

S(TBPY)

S(SPY)

Cu1

4.620

1.226

Tetracoordinate

S(D4h)

S(Td)

Cu1
Cu1

0.299
0.150

29.469
29.989

Compound 1

Compound 2
Compound 1SP
S= symmetry

correspond to a metal complex, so the similarity between
values is outstanding.
Evidence of the existence of compound 2 was first detected
from TG analysis, since the mass plateau along the TG curve
(125°C-155°C) indicated the presence of a stable specimen. So,
TDX diffractograms were collected on powdered sample from
-1
30°C to 350°C at 10°C·min (Figure S8, ESI†). The results
indicated the occurrence of a phase transformation at
approximately 100°C, yielding a crystalline product which is
stable up to approximately 180°C. Upon further heating, the
crystal structure collapses. This product was later identified to
be compound 2. With the main of acquiring more information
about the 1-to-2 transformation, additional diffractograms
were produced in 2°C steps from 80 °C to 120 °C (Figure 4). As
observed, the formation of compound 2 starts about 95°C and
finishes at 110 °C.

II

As observed in Table 3, distortion for Cu sphere in 1 occurs via
a non-Berry pathway that converts the trigonal bypiramid into
55
a square pyramid (SPY) with a soft contribution of a vacant
octahedron (VOC) distortion. In fact, the axial distance (Cu1OW = 2.322(2) Å) is longer than the equatorial ones (ranging
from 1.949(2) Å to 2.021(2) Å). For compound 2, the square
II
planar Cu sphere exhibits a soft distortion occurring via the
spread mode that traces the inter-conversion between the
55
tetrahedron and the square. In fact, bond distances in 2 lie in
a narrow range (from 1.91(2) Å to 2.023(2) Å). For hypothetical
compound 1SP, there is higher distortion explained by the fact
that bond angles are further from ideal (Tables S1 and S2,
ESI†). This fact will be menƟoned again below in the secƟon
“DFT calculations”.
Thermal analysis and structural transformation.
Thermal analysis of 1 has been carried out by means of
thermogravimetry (TG/DSC) and X-ray thermodiffractometry
(TDX). TG analysis Figure S7 (ESI†) reveals that compound 1
suffers a mass loss of 4.55 % between 86°C and 125°C
(approximately), which has been associated with the
coordination molecule of water (4.01% calc.). The TG curve
shows a stable plateau from 125°C to 155°C, and then a
second mass loss takes place (76.85 %) up to 320°C. This
second step has been assigned to the calcination of PDC and
(py)2C(OH)2 molecules (78.26 % calc.). The final residue has
56
been identified as CuO.
-1
A value of ΔH=44.67 kJ·mol has been calculated from the DSC
curve for the loss of the coordination water molecule. If
considering that removal of a molecule of water implies the
loss of two hydrogen bonds per metal ion in 1, the calculated
-1
ΔH value is in agreement with the value of 21.5 kJ·mol
57
proposed by Wendler et al. as the interaction energy per
hydrogen bond involving coordinated molecules of water. It is
-1
worth mentioning that the value of 21.5 kJ·mol
do not

Figure 4. TDX diffractograms for 1 from 80 to 120 °C at 2 °C/min.

Several attempts were carried out in order to reproduce the 1to-2 transformation on single crystal. However, the attempts
were fruitless because single crystals do not keep integrity
upon heating. On the other hand, elucidation of the crystal
structure by powdered sample diffraction analysis was not
possible with conventional X-ray because of the inadequate
quality of the diﬀractograms (Figure S9, ESI†). This is the
reason why synchrotron radiation has been used to elucidate
the crystal structure of 2 (Figure S10, ESI†).
In order to have in situ images of the 1-to-2 transformation,
several single crystals of compound 1 have been metalized for
SEM analysis. A surface was selected and attacked by the
microscope´s electron beam at different intensities (I) and
exposures times with the aim of producing a local heating.
Figure 5 shows the changes occurring on a fresh surface of 1
(I=1nA) after 30-second and 5-minute exposures. As observed,
probably the electron beam provokes the 1-to-2 phase
transformation, including the amorphisation of compound 2. It
is worth noticing that 30-second exposure at 40 nA produces
the total collapse of the crystal.
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Figure 5. SEM images of the single-crystal surface of compound 1. 1) fresh single
crystal, 2) after 30-second exposure at 1nA, 3) after 5-minute exposure at 1nA, 4), 5)
and 6) are details of images 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Reversibility of the crystal-to-crystal transformation
The 1-to-2 crystal transformation detected by TDX analysis
results in a color change of the sample from intense (1) to light
(2) blue. The light tonality is kept upon cooling down to RT,
indicating that 2 is stable at temperatures below its upono
heating formation temperature (95 C). However, this is a
short-time stability because, after nine-minute exposure to the
atmosphere at RT, the intense tonality is recovered, indicating
the formation of 1. Thus, soaking of 2 into water provokes
immediately the light-to-intense color change. So, before
knowing the crystal structure for 2, we had evidence of the
reversibility of the 1-to-2 transformation. It must be
considered, that after elucidating it, it seems obvious that
transformation is reversible but, prior to this, the color change
was our first evidence.
In order to confirm reversibility of the transformation (1↔2), a
powdered sample of 1 was heated to 130 °C (heating rate 15
-1
°C min ) and then cooled down to RT. The as-cooled sample
was determined to be compound 1 by means of FULLPROF
58
pattern matching of XRD diﬀractogram (Figure S11, ESI†)
Additionally, upon-cooling TDX analysis was performed from
130 °C to 30 °C in 5 °C/min steps. As observed in Figure S12,
ESI†, the formaƟon of compound 1 starts at 50 °C but it
coexists with compound 2 down to 35 °C. As previously said,
the upon-heating formation of 2 starts at 95 °C, so the
temperature divergence indicated the occurrence of thermal
hysteresis. In order to evaluate it, diffraction peak areas were
integrated (at 2θ=10.40° for 1 and 2θ=9.90° for 2) by using the
FIT mode of FULLPROF suite program58 on XRD diffractograms
collected from 30 to 130 °C and from 130 to 30 °C, at 5°C/min.
The as-calculated values can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Hysteresis curves for 1 (red) and 2 (blue) under thermal treatment. Zone for
phase coexistance is marked in green.

As observed in Figure 6, values of diffraction peak areas draw
hysteresis curves for both compounds, and permit the easy
identification of the thermal ranges for phase coexistance: 95110 °C upon heating and 55-35 °C upon cooling.
DFT calculations
The fact that a single molecule of water provokes such a
reversible transformation is possible because of the structural
rearrangement. Taking into account that the loss of the
coordinated molecule implies the disappearance of the
hydrogen bond system that sustains the 2D array in 1, the
structural rearrangement producing 2 is expected to
compensate it someway. Therefore, we decided to investigate
the energetic aspects of the transformation by means of
59
quantum-mechanical DFT calculations (Gaussian 03 program)
using Becke´s three parameter hybrid functional with the
60,61
correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr (B3LYP)
and a
split-valence basis set of 6-31G. Thus, we performed the
calculations on the fragment shown in Figure 2, consisting of
14 monomeric units. Obviously, the fragment for 1 in Figure 2
contains 14 water molecules that were manually erased. In
this way, direct comparison between 1SP and 2 was carried out.
The results (Table S10 ESI†) show that 2 is more stable than
1SP, in accordance with the experimental observations.
Furthermore, a value of 5.4208493 Hartree (for the 14-unit
fragment in figure 2) has been calculated for the energy
difference between both selected fragments. So, even if the
value is not representative of the whole network, it allows us
to conclude that the structural rearrangement involves a high
amount of energy. In other words, the role of the coordinated
molecule of water exceeds the mere formation of hydrogen
bonds. As explain above, the upon-cooling introduction of a
single molecule of water into the square planar coordination
sphere in 2 provokes a local, small distortion (explained above
by comparison between 1SP and 2) that extends through the
whole framework. Upon heating, when water abandons 1,
there is a structural rearrangement that produces the
stabilization of the structural units by the formation of 2.
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In the introduction we have mentioned other structural
II
transformations in Cu -based SCFs involving coordinated
and/or crystallization molecules of water that are
40-42
removed/introduced or substituted.
Therefore, the
transformation herein reported adds a new case characterized
by its simplicity and effectiveness.

Conclusions
II

Among the diverse ways in which Cu -based SCFs can
experiment crystal transformations, this work reports on one
of the simplest ones, consisting of the removal/introduction of
a single molecule of water into the coordination sphere of the
metal ion. The as-provoked local, small distortion is magnified
through the framework which responses by a complete
structural rearrangement. This transformation is reversible
producing an oscillation of the wavy planes.
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